C-FLEX RADAR DISPLAY

TACTICAL AWARENESS

C-Flex Radar Display is a modern radar display solution designed specifically to support Terma’s SCANTER naval radar portfolio. C-Flex Radar Display targets smaller maritime platforms requiring basic situational and tactical awareness.

C-Flex Radar Display provides the operational crew with a reliable situational awareness overview, allowing vessel commanders to make informed decisions based on the best and most recent information available. C-Flex Radar Display allows commanding officers to focus on the tactical decisions making process.

C-Flex Radar Display is built on a standardized hardware platform, based on commercial of the shelf (COTS) hardware with a small footprint and modular and expandable software packages. The system offers an incremental upgrade path for integration of additional capabilities in case operational requirements change.
**Operational Capabilities**
- Situational and Tactical Awareness
- Basic tactical Features
- High Resolution Radar video for small target detection and discrimination
- Helicopter Control

**Value**
- One stop shop solution for SCANTER radar video and track display
- State-of-the-art Tracking
- Small footprint to fit on any platform of any size
- Upgrade path to Terma’s C-Flex Mission System

**Technical**
- Correlation of navigational sensor, AIS and SCANTER Radar
- Customizable Maps
- ECDIS Sea charts
- Tactical Features, such as Surveillance Zones, Closes Point of Approach and Intercept
- Tactical Alerts
- Full operational and technical control of SCANTER radar from C-Flex Radar Display